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Abstract-A mixed-hybrid incremental variational formulation, involving orthogonal rigid rotations and 
a symmetric stretch tensor, is proposed for finite deformation analysis of thin plates and shells. 
Isoparametric eight-noded elements are based upon the Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, the assumption of 
plane stress, and the moderately large rotations of Von Karman plate theory. Semilinear elastic isotropic 
material properties are assumed, and the right polar damnation of the deformation gradient is used. 
The symmetrimd Biot-Lurt (Jaumann) stress measure gives a unique #mplemen~~ energy density and 
a set of variational principleswith u priori satisfaction of linear momentum balance, a posteriori angular 
momentum balance, and interelement traction reciprocity by means of Lagrange multipliers. 

The incremental modified Newton-Raphson solution proaxlum is genera&d by a truncated Taylor 
series expansion of the functionals in a total Lagrangian formulation. The theory is applied to laterally 
loaded and buckled thin plates, and numerical results are compared with truncated series solutions. 

INTRODUCI7ON 

Material costs and weight reduction priorities have 
caused renewed interest in the load-carrying capacity 
of plates and shells at large deformations. At the 
same time, the subject has benefited from a 
refinement of the underlying theories of nonlinear 
behaviour of continua [l] and is particularly ripe for 
advances in discrete computational techniques. A 
unified treatment of the developments to date has 
been presented by Athui [2] in an extensive theor- 
etical investi~tion @‘art I) to which this practical 
applications paper is the computational complement. 
However, the bibliographic chain for this research 
commences with a pioneering paper by Fraeijs de 
Veubeke in 1972 [3]. Most variational formulations 
in the area are based upon the principle of mini- 
mum potential energy, but the added-st~s 
approach has appeared [4-7J in hybrid-stress and 
Reissner-variational formats. However, of the two 
most commonly used large deformation stress 
measures, the unsymmetrical first Piola-Kirchhoff 
(Piola-Lagrange) and the symmetrical second 
Lola-Ki~hhoff (cutoff-Treff~), neither can 
form a convenient complementary energy functional. 
In the first case, Ogden [8] has shown that the in- 
verse of the stress-deformation gradient relation is 
multivalued; and, in the second, displacements and 
stresses are inseparably interrelated. Nonetheltss, the 
essential attributes of an effective functiona1, i.e. a 
uniquely invertible stress-strain relationship and a 

linear equilibrium expression suited to satisfaction by 
stress functions, can be obtained by employing the 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress in conjunction with a rigid 
rotation tensor as the symmetrized Biot-Lure or 
Jaumann stress. This insight by Fraeijs de Veubeke 
has inspired a new meth~ology for fipite defor- 
mation analysis {9-l I] and underlies the theoretical 
derivation in [2]. The formulation, its alternatives and 
applications are discussed in a comprehensive paper 
by Atluri and Murakawa [12]. 

Ctassical first-order thin shell theory is adopted 
herein, with the midsurface as the reference surface of 
a bona fide curved two-dimensional element and the 
Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses defining the kinematic 
scheme. Although more complicated constitutive 
laws are available, a linear relationship is assumed 
between the Jaumann stress and the stretch tensor in 
a “semiIinear’* efastic isotropic homo~neous mate- 
ria1. The theory is intended for application to prob- 
lems characterized by large rotations and moderate 
stretching, but an especially convenient com- 
putational format results when the moderately large 
rotations of Von Karman thin plate theory are also 
considered. The added complexity of finite defor- 
mation analysis extends to the choice of co-ordinate 
system as well, and a total Lagrangian description 
with convected natural co-ordinates is selected for 
this work. 

The right polar decomposition of the deformation 
gradient into an orthogonal rigid rotation tensor and 
a symmetrical positive definite stretch tensor is the 
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keystone of the analytic procedure and gives rise to 
a new pair of objective bending strain measures. 
Strain energy density also decouples into stretching 
and bending energies while rigorous Jaumann stress 
resultants and stress couples are derived in terms of 
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress measure. A set of 
mixed-hybrid functionals is established by substi- 
tuting these quantities and appropriate Legendre 
contact transformations into a general expression. A 

priori orthogonality of rotations and equilibrium of 
stresses is ensured through suitable functions while all 
other field equations are present as subsidiary equa- 
tions and natural boundary conditions. In addition, 
the finite element discretization employs interelement 
boundary displacements and tractions to enforce 
displacement continuity and traction reciprocity in an 
a posteriori weighted integral sense. The formulations 
are “mixed” due to the multifield use of stresses, 
rotations, and moments as elemental variables, in 
conjunction with global rotations and displacements. 

These functionals are nonlinear expressions, but 
solutions can be conveniently found through a 
linearized incremental procedure involving modified 
Newton-Raphson iterations on a truncated Taylor 
series expansion. Derivations of the theoretical 
expressions appear in Part I, but a summary is 
included here for completeness. Numerical results 
from selected laterally and inplane-loaded plate 
examples illustrate the capabilities of this finite 
deformation analysis vs conventional series solutions. 

THEORY 

The kinematic scheme for large deformation prob- 
lems requires a distinction between deformed (b) and 

undeformed (B) configurations (Fig. 1). Let X’ and y’ 
be fixed right-handed Cartesian co-ordinates in the 
undeformed and deformed bodies, respectively, and 
C’ a natural convected curvilinear co-ordinate system. 
The reference midsurface S of the undeformed thin 
shell is defined by the two co-ordinates C”, while a 
generic point PO on S has a position vector I& and the 
thickness co-ordinate t3 lies along the unit normal N 
to S at PO. Any arbitrary point P in the undeformed 
shell domain has the position vector 

R=R,,+Nt’. (1) 

Covariant base vectors on S are defined by 

A+!; N=$gA,xA. bt A,=N, (2) 

where INI = 1. Similarly, the base vectors at P are 

dR 
C”=F =(&,-e:3&).AE; G,=N (3) 

with a symmetric undeformed curvature & thus: 

A" = &!; 1/A”. (4) 

Deformation uniquely maps surface S and points PO, 

P on to deformed surface s and points pO, p which, 
owing to the convenience of convected co-ordinates, 
are still delined by C’. Midsurface displacement P,,p, 
is u, but overall displacements ut = Pp are defined by 
means of Love’s first approximation which states that 
material fibers originally straight and normal to S are 

UnUoformeU 
rmu 

LAGRANGEAN 

Position Vutwr 1 

I. = &,+g +Q.[” 

5 11 : Corlerion Coordinates (Undeformed I Deformed) 

z 
1 Convected Coordinates 

Fig. 1. Kinematic scheme for large deformation analysis. 
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mapped, without stretching, onto fibers straight and Midplane stretching &JO has already been introduced, 
normal to s. Hence, the position vectors of pO and p, but two new objective derived bending strains, 4 l and 
respectively, are b **, will also be relevant to future developments. 

r,=r&+u (5) 

r=r,+n(‘=&+u-tnt’, (6) 

where n is the unit normal to S, and the total 
displaccmcnt of P is: 

h+=p~;‘. (1% 

Rending strains C and b* are symmetrical while 6*, 
in general, is not. 

ur- r-R=u+(n-N){‘. (7) 

Deformed base vectors 4 and g, at pO and p and a 
symmetrical deformed curvature tensor % of s can be 
defined in direct analogy with A., G,, and % [2]. 

The deformation gradient tensor % relates an un- 
deformed differential vector dR at P to its image dr 
at p in the deformed domain as follows: 

A number of alternate finite deformation stress and 
strain measures can be defined by application of 
Nansen’s Law, which relates corresponding oriented 
differential areas in the undeformed and deformed 
configurations. These definitions are motivated by 
consideration of the differential traction df acting 
upon deformed oriented surface ndu at p in b 
(Fig. I). 

df = (don)*r (20) 

dr=%.dR=dR.%‘. 

The genera1 form of % is 

F = (VU,)~ 

(8) 

(9) 

= (dAN).s-ET (21) 

= (dAN).t (22) 

Clearly, 1 is true (Cauchy) stress; but, since it is 
defined in the unknown deformed domain, it can- 
not be calculated directly. The most commonly used 
finite deformation stress measure is the symmetrical 
second Piola-Kirchhoff (J). However, the nominal 
undefonned stress t (unsymmetrical first Piola- 
Kirchholi), the generally unsymmetrical Biot-Lurk 
stress L*, and the symmetrized Biot-Lurk (Jaumann) 
stress L prove to be more useful, where 

= &G” + ON. (11) 

Provided % is nonsingular, it can be decomposed into 
an orthogonal rigid rotation tensor % and sym- 
metrical positive definite right and left stretch tensors 
[I and y, respectively, thus: 

%=%*V- K*%. (12) 

Properties of %, %, u, and l are presented in [2]. 
Confining attention to the right polar decomposition, 
v is sometimes written as (J+%), where $ is the 
engineering strain tensor [9], and, for unit normals N 
and n in a Kirchhoff-Love formulation: 

n=%*N=%*u*N=%*N. (13) 

Through use of a set of identities [2], the deformed 
basis 8. can be represented in two ways: 

g.=%+u,+(%+N)J’ (14) 

&=(I-t3b).a0, (15) 

and accordingly the following forms of % are 
available: 

E=(%~Vo-CY~%~Vo)~~~‘+(%~N)N (16) 

=[%+u,+(%~N),C’l~“+(%~N)N. (17) 

f = J(E-1.7) (23) 

L +r JE--‘.r.%=t.% (24) 

L = Q’ + rq2. (25) 

Stress and moment resultants for plates and shells 
can now be established in terms of these measures in 
familiar fashion. Considering the deformed differ- 
ential element of Fig. 2, the traction on a strip of 
height de’, unit curvilinear length (dt”= I), and 
distance t’ above the reference midsurface is 

The Cauchy stress resultant per unit Cp in the 
deformed state is defined as [2] 

while the corresponding stress resultant tensor is 
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Fig. 2. Differential element. 

,E = a.( ,N”/,/a) = a, ,n’. (28) 

Similarly, the Cauchy stress-couple, or moment, re- 
sultant per unit tfl in the deformed configuration is 

,M” = 
I 

n x [;l(g)7”‘“‘gy]{’ dt’ 
0 

&)r”‘“‘g,C3 d{’ z n x ,R”, (29) 

and the corresponding tensor components are 

,m’ = ,M’/,/a, ,P = ,P/Ja. (30) 

As before, the Cauchy stress-couple tensor is: 

(31) 

Similar stress resultants, in appropriate base vectors, 
can be derived for other stress measures [2]. Jaumann 
stress resultants and couples are logically defined as 
follows: 

rll = trrl *B + ~T*,rrY2 (32) 

rL =(,r.P +BT*,r’)/2. (33) 

Different stress measures and resultants have been 
used by other researchers, but this particular set 
forms the basis of subsequent theory. Furthermore, 
it transpires that ,n is most useful in components of 
the undeformed basis Ai thus: 

,na = ,@aB + ,Pn 2 ,naBAg + ,@N. (34) 

Linear and angular momentum balance condi- 
tions for first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and moment 
resultants are [2] 

-$[J(A),n’l+JoB=O (35) 

wherein the linear form of eqn (35) makes Ic ideally 
suited to a mixed-hybrid finite element algorithm. 

In infinitesimal deformations, the strain energy 
density for a linear elastic isotropic solid in plane 
stress is given by 

Ev 
K=2(1-v’) 

-[~:~]‘+jl6::c, (37) 

and by choosing the large deformation shell strain 
measure in this case as 

6 =(r;(,-L)-c$*-@) (38) 

it is possible to define the following “semihnear” 
elastic isotropic strain energy density: 

wo = Wo(P* E) 

=EV{[(~o-Lo)-e’(d*-a,l:~}z 
2(1 - 9) 

+CcI[(Vo-lo)-r~(h*-8)1:[(Vo-lo) 

- r’th* - B,l}. (3% 

By suitable approximation and integration through 
the thickness, it can be shown that the resulting 
strain energy per unit undeformed midsurface area 
decouples into stretching and bending components 
thus: 

% = & Iv/2KVo - loM12 

Eh 

+ 12(1 -vZ) 
{v/2]& - 8):h12 

+(1-v) -* 
TKb - a>:th* - a,11 

= %.Y<vo, + %bti*,. W) 

Two significant Legendre contact transfoytions, 
necessary in the elimination of go and b strain 
measures, can be established from eqn (40). These are 

K,(,a) = ,t! : vo - %Jwo, (41) 

tii,(PI) = -,.& - Iv&*). (42) 

Functional F, of eqn (43) corresponds [2] to a 
version, in the current shell kinematic scheme, of 
a general Hu-Washizu mixed principle for elastic 
materials. The success of this principle, which was 
first proposed by Fraeijs de Veubeke [31 and gener- 
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ahxed by Atluri and Murakawa [12], lies in the 
independence of stress and rigid rotation variables. 

-i 
[&.u + rR.(B -L)+Jj&I) dc 

%I 

-i vo.[,n(u-g)+,L.(P-~).NlJ(A)dc 
%n 

- 
I 

v&L! .(u - i) 
Pln 

+L.(B -8,WJ(A)dc 
I 
. (43) 

This expression contains the t&ion (c,, ), displace- 
ment (c, ), and interelement boundaries (p,) of a 
conventional finite element discretixation. Inter- 
element displacements g and rotations 8 act as 
Lagrange multipliers, in accordance with the funda- 
mental philosophy of the mixed-hybrid approach. 
After appropriate rearrangement, a variation of F, 
with respect to independent variables yields the con- 
stitutive law, compatibility, local momentum bal- 
ance, traction, and displacement boundary condi- 
tions, as well as interelement continuity and traction 
reciprocity. 

From a computational standpoint, functional F, 
has too many variables and can be usefully modified. 
One of the merits of the Jaumann stress formulation 
is that it generates a uniquely invertible constitutive 
law thus: 

x [,‘.R - (&.)(L.R:L)&]. (45) 

Furthermore, the decoupled stretching and bending 
complementary energy densities per unit undeformed 
midsurface area [eqns (41) and (42)] become 

1+v 
~c#(,!!)=,n_:b+ m ( > 

x [,a :,a - (&)(,a :LJj (9 

w&L*&)= -,L.&:# +; s ( ) 
x [,L.B:r.B -(+J,LW]. 

(47) 
The stage is set, therefore, for the u priori elimination 
of &, by eqns (41) and (42), h* by invoking 
compatibility[2], and u and g by enforcing equi- 
librium [eqn (3511. The resulting functional 

%a, u, 6 PI 8) = C 15 {- W”(,E) 
m S, 

+ W&)+,~‘:llA”} J(Wt”dC2 

-J %‘[-,a *fi+,r-(B -8>+Jl&)dc (48 
Pm / 

represents moment resultants in terms of the rigid 
rotation tensor 8. Hence, as secondary quantities, 
these are not likely to be accurately computed in the 
numerical algorithm. A superior procedure involves 
introducing eqn (42). in addition to eqn (45), and 
using the identity 

5 s_J(A),~T:(8.N).,A'dC'dC' 

- [(JW,L~),AB -ON 

+ J(4,rT:B1dW2 (49) 

to incorporate ,L directly, in the modified functional 
F,: 

M,n,,r,u,fi,B,8) __ 

+,a’:A,A’J(A)-[J(A),~l;(8 -0-N 

- JW,Lf:B~ dt ’ dt2 - I K,R - vr,.,a).u % 
+(,R-vo*r~).(B -L)*NJJV)dc 

+ c vo*h~+r~*(B -LWlJWdc 

+ vo.[,n_g+,r.(p-r>,NJ(A)dc. (50) 

C.A.S. Y/I--H 
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Angular momentum balance, compatibility and all Specifically, the constant-stress terms in ,PI,~ and ,n2,, 
relevant boundary conditions are the a posteriori which are unequal in general, produce identical com- 
conditions of F,. plementary energy equations and require an inplane 

The use of global and local variables gives the rotation & of one polynomial degree lower to act as 
mixed-hybrid approach its unparalleled versatility a Lagrange multiplier [14]. This rotation, however 
among finite element methods. With respect to global small, must always be incorporated in the formu- 
variables, continuity of nodal displacement and rota- lation, and its role in the orthogonal rigid rotation 
tions parameters is guaranteed by a suitable element tensor is now described. 
shape function interpolation. Nonetheless, slope- A priori orthogonality of the rigid rotation tensor 
displacement compatibility must also be ensured, and can be achieved by means of a finite rotation 
two options exist for this purpose. In the first, both vector [ 151: 
out-of-plane rotations are defined as derivatives of 
transverse displacements w through a C’ continuous n = (sin w)V = &‘A,. (54) 
Hermitian polynomial shape function field; while, in 
the second, only the tangential slope @w/&r) is Unit vector V has components u’in the covariant basis 

derived from the’ Co continuous Serendipity inter- and generates an orthogonal p thus: 

polation for w, and the normal slope is admitted as 
an additional nodal unknown. Numerical studies 

R = I + (sz x I) + [(Q x I)@ x I)]/2 cos’(w/2) (55) 

have indicated that the first technique is too stiff due 
to overconstraint by the Hermitian interpolation 

= [A,,, + (sin w)dekipJ(A) + (1 - coso) 

functions [ 131, but the second is satisfactory provided 
that independence of the extra variables is strictly 

x vivmA~ewe,,A]AkAP. (56) 

maintained. Accordingly, the adopted discretization 
scheme has eight-noded quadratic isoparametric Ser- 

A more conventional computational form results 

endipity shape functions for w, giving a constant- 
when the treatment is specialized to the moderately 

curvature capability, and lesser four-noded bilinear 
large rotations o of Von Karman large deformation 

variations for inplane displacements u, u, and out-of- 
plate theory, wherein the approximations sin w = w, 

plane normal 01, f&. Furthermore, displacement and 
(1 - cos w) = ~‘12 and 4’ = ov’ become plausible. 

rotation fields on the boundary (I, 8) and in the 
Hence 

interior (II, 4) of each element are described by the 
same shape function interpolations, as a result of 

8 = [Akp + d ‘,/(A ) ekrp 

which the distinction between them disappears com- + ~‘c$mA~ek,ie,,,,,,,A/2]AkAP, (57) 
pletely. 

Stress function, rotation, and moment resultant and, in the case of a plate (i.e. A, = ei): 
parameters are the local variables. The linear momen- 
tum balance expression [eqn (35)] can be identically R I 

satisfied by the choice: 

[ 

1 -fcd4+44 f4142 - 43 f4lh + 42 

fw + 4, l-f(9:+4J:) f4Y#vdJI 

fo, 43 - 02 f4243 - 4, 1 -fM+ 44 I 

1 + P@ 

Finally, neglecting components ,r,, and ,r23. the 

(51) 
2 x 2 moment resultant tensor ,L is locally approxi- 
mated by complete quadratic polynomials for each of 

,rll, ,rllr ,rl19 and rr22. 
All quantities are related to the undeformed mid- Choosing a linearized incremental approach to 

surface, the three stress functions F’, and particular solution of the nonlinear variational problem, state 

solutions p” being given by variables in the CN+ ‘th state can be written in terms 
of the C&I state as ,aN+ ’ = ,a’“‘+ A,Q, etc., where CO 

F = F@AB + F’N (52) is the reference state of the total Lagrangian descrip- 
tion. Functional F,, therefore, can be expanded in a 

p= 24(A) 
- 1 ,/(A)/ d{” 

s 
= PuBA, + P”‘N. (53) 

truncated Taylor’series about C, thus: 

F,(,rN+‘,,~N+‘,~N+‘,BN+l) 
It is found, though, that some functional equations 

associated with the unknown coefficients of F’ are 
linearly dependent; and a second, non-nodal, . . 
rotation field is necessary to restore Independence. 

(58) 

= F&f’, d’, uNv 8”) + F! 

+ AF,(A,n, Art Au, A&) + A’F, + A’F,. (59) 
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A 

EDGE 

b a/2 
CI 

Fig. 3. Four-element mesh for plate quadrant. 

The foregoing variational field equations are also 
valid for increments of F, and provide continuity 
conditions, albeit in a weighted integral sense, which 
are necessary for existence of the Taylor series. Fi 
and F&f,, IN, u”, &N) are constant with respect to 
the incremental variables. Component AF, contains 
first-order incremental terms, and its variation van- 
ishes if the CNth state fully satisfies the governing 
equations and boundary conditions. A variation of 
A2F, leads to conventional linear simultaneous equa- 
tions, while third-order A’F, contributes nonlinear. 
terms. 

The solution methodology, an economical modi- 
fied Newton-Raphson technique [ 161, involves using 
small load increments, so that higher-order terms are 
negligible, and solving 6[A2Fj] = 0 for a linear ap 
proximation to the incremental unknowns. Since 
omission of high-order terms can cause accumulated 
error, it becomes necessary to retain S[AF,] = 0 as the 
basis of “compatibility mismatch” iterations in each 
increment. Although the simplicity of this procedure 
is its primary attraction, it is entirely analogous to 
rigorous mathematical imbedding techniques for 
nonlinear equation solutions [17]. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Intensive wartime research efforts into the behavior 
of aircraft sheet-stringer panels led to a set of trun- 
cated series solutions by Levy [18,19] to the Von 
Karman thin plate quations under lateral pressure 
and a variety of boundary conditions. These partial 
differential equation solutions provide convenient 
comparisons for assessing the effectiveness of the 
finite element algorithm. 

Of the modified functionals [qns (48) and (4911, F, 
is chosen as the basis for an eight-noded iso- 
parametric Serendipity element of constant thickness, 
The 56.parameter local variable field comprises cubic 

E=lO’ 
Y x0.316 

a ~1.0 

h =O.OI 

polynomials for stress functions F’ and F2 (2 x 9), 
a quadratic variation for F3 (5) [qn (5211, linear 
terms for the three rotation components (3 x 3) 
and a quadratic order for the four stress-couples 
(4 x 6). The rank of this element is satisfactory when 
fully integrated; and in the corrective iteration, a 
convergence tolerance of 1% of the applied load 
increment gives acceptable accuracy over the 
deformation range of interest. 

One quadrant of a laterally pressurized square 
plate is analyzed using four square elements (Fig. 3), 
the elastic properties of the material being compar- 
able to typical aluminum alloys. With a span to 
thickness ratio (a/h) = 100, the plate is thin and its 
characteristics can be determined in terms of the 
nondimensional quantities: center deflection (we/h), 
pressure ratio (pcr’/Eh’), and stress ratio (ou2/Eh2). 
In order to compare directly with the analytical 
solutions, all edges are maintained straight and 
pressure loadings are assumed to be independent of 
displacements. 

For simply supported edges, the deflection results 
of funcdonal F3 (Fig. 4) agree quite well with the 
series solution initially but deviate on the stiff side at 
higher loadings. The deviation is smaller when in- 
plane restraint is applied to the edges (Fig. 5) and is 
least of all in the case of a rigidly clamped boundary 
(Fig. 6). Nonetheless, the agreement between finite 
element and series approaches is noteworthy in all 
cases. Convergence is usually achieved in one or two 
iterations. 

The symmetrical second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is 
the preferred measure in Von Karman plate theory; 
so, to compare with Levy’s mathematical treatment, 
it is necessary to transform the computed first 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress and moment resultants. (Actu- 
ally, the deformation gradients in these problems are 
so small that first and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
measures are virtually identical anyway.) In the sim- 
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300 400 500 Eh’ 

Fig. 4. Square plate with simply supported straight edges under lateral pressure p. 

ply supported plate, the comer (A) and center (D) 
membrane stresses (Fig. 7) show relatively good 
agreement with Levy. However, of the membrane 
stresses ,nll and ,nz2 at midside B, only the iongi- 
tudinal compression ,a,, has acceptable accuracy 
(Fig. 8). Similarly, the large twisting moment J,~ at 
A is good while the center moment ,rll is up to 30% 
too small at large deformations (Fig. 9). 

Turning to the case of inplane edge restraint, 
excellent agreement is apparent for comer and center 
membrane stresses (Fig. lo), but midside membrane 
values deviate above by up to 23% (Fig. 11). Like- 
wise, the twisting moment at A and bending moment 
at D differ from series values by ca f 15% (Fig. 12). 

The fully clamped plate gives particularly good 
finite element results; and of the stress and moment 
resultants in Fig. 13, the bending moment resultant 
,rl, at the center is the only one with a significant 
discrepancy. 

A simply supported square plate subject to uniform 
uniaxial compression at two edges can also be 
modeled by the mesh of Fig. 3. This is an example 
of buckling from an irrotational fundamental state 

2.0 

!!k I.5 
h 

I .o 

0.5 

2 

w& ‘3 
h 

QS 

PO’ 

Fig. 6. Square plate with rigidly clamped edges under 
lateral pressure P. 

and contrasts with earlier loadings. A small lateral 
pressure of (po’/Eh’) = 0.22 is applied to induce 
buckling, and compression is achieved through 
progressively increasing prescribed edge displace- 
ments. The average compressive stress pX is obtained 
from computed edge loadings after convergence. 

Fig. 5. Square plate with inplane edge restraint under lateral pressure P. 
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Fig. 7. Membrane stresses at A and D in a simply supported 
square plate without edge restraint. 

0 

Fig. 8. Membrane strews at f? in a simply supported 
square plate without edge restraint. 

In the graphs of center transverse displacement 
(Fig. 14) and magnified early postbuckling behavior 
(Fig. IS), the agreement between finite element results 
and Levy’s series solution is outstanding. Membrane 
compressive stresses (Fig. 16) and bending stresses 
(Fig. 17) at the comer (A) and center (D) are also 
presented. The compressive stress ,x,, and twisting 
moment ,tt2 at A are the largest stresses in the plate, 
but these are underestimated by the finite element 
algorithm at large deformations. However, at D the 
membrane compression ,ni, and bending moment rr,i 
are atmost perfectly modeled. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Of the current discrete methods of analysis, only 
the finite element method has a fuil repertoire of 
nonlinear capabilities. The mixed-hybrid version [2], 
tn particular, is unified by a hierarchy of well- 
!junded variational functionafs; and the technique of 

Fig. 9. Extreme-fiber bending strcsscs at A and D in a 
simply supported square plate without edge restraint. 

Fig. 10. Membrane stresses at A and D in a simply 
supported square plate with zero edge displaecment. 

Fig. II. Membrane stresses at B in a simply supported 
square plate with xcro edge displa~ent. 

o- d 
mo arm a ak 

Fig. 12. Extreme-fiber bending stresses at A and D in a 
simply supported square plate with xero edge displacement. 

Fig. 13. Membrane and extreme-fiber bending stresses at i3 
and D in a rigidly clamped square plate. 
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Fig. 14. Transverse displacement at center. 

Lagrange multipliers, by relaxing certain physical 
constraints, lends versatility and accuracy to the 
solution. The various ad hoc stress and strain 
definitions of other authors are not necessary in this 
formulation, which is rigorously and successfully 
based upon stress functions, rigid rotation variables, 
and the symmetrized Biot-Lure (Jaumann) stress 
measure. Furthermore, a unique complementary 
energy density, which decouples conveniently into 
stretching and bending components, exists in this 
case. General functional F, can be modified to pro- 
duce two secondary functionals, one of which (F3) 
performs well in numerical applications. The diverse 
composition of F,, with a combination of global 
displacements and rotations and local stress function, 
rotation, and moment resultant polynomials, makes 
it a particularly good model for the moderately large 
rotations of Von Karman plate theory. In com- 
parison with truncated series solutions to laterally 
loaded plates under various boundary conditions, it 
gives excellent displacements, good membrane 
stresses, and somewhat inconsistent moment values, 
although the doubtful accuracy of moment values 
from a series solution may make any reasonable 
comparison impossible. Overall, the linearized in- 
cremental variational formulation, with modified 
Newton-Raphson iterative corrections, is simple, 
economical, and effective in the total Lagrangian 
description. 

Optimal polynomial orders remain to be estab- 
lished for the field variable representations, and both 
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Fig. 15. Detail of early post-buckling behavior. 
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Fig. 16. Membrane compressive stresses at A and D. 

Fig. 17. Bending strews at A and D. 

functionals F2 and F3 feature a priori satisfaction of 
linear momentum balance through stress functions. 
It would be qually valid to relax this constraint 
through a Reissner-type formulation so that alternate 
stress measures with more complicated LMB expres- 
sions could be incorporated. The implementation 
and testing of these new algorithms would complete 
the variational treatment of this field of inquiry, 
leading on to problems of material nonhnearity, 
shear deformation, and dynamics of shells. 
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